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I. INTRODUCTION
Excellent electron-field emission properties of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have attracted significant scientific and practical interests. [1] [2] [3] Modern technologies have made it possible to obtain uniform films of CNTs aligned perpendicular to a substrate. [4] [5] [6] The electric field E top at the nanotube tip is significantly enhanced compared with the average field E 0 . The ratio E top =E 0 is called a field enhancement factor. The emission current is very sensitive to the field enhancement factor, which rises up to 3000 or more depending on the aspect ratio of individual tube. The neighboring tubes of a CNT forest can reduce the field amplification because the electric field at the apex of a given tube is screened by other ones. [7] [8] [9] [10] The main objective is to minimize the screening effect of the local electric fields between neighboring nanotubes to obtain the highest current density on anode plane at low applied voltage. [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] The field emission from a CNT array was studied theoretically by numerical simulations 7, 10, 13, 15, 18 and analytically by the floating sphere model. 16, 17, 19 Usually, results of numerical solutions were generalized and simple fitting formulas of the field enhancement factor for a nanotube surrounded by neighboring nanotubes with a screening effect were suggested. Complexities in numerical simulations arise because of the large nanotube aspect ratio, and it becomes difficult to estimate the accuracy of these calculations.
In principle, the floating sphere model allows one to obtain accurate analytical formulas for the field enhancement factor of CNTs with screening effect. The floating sphere model is shown in Fig. 1 . In works described in Refs. 15, 16, and 19-21 , the application of the floating sphere model was reduced to computer summation of (10 Â 10), (200 Â 200) or larger arrays of spheres. Under such approach the advantages of analytical calculations essentially disappear.
In the present paper we suggest explicit analytical expression for the field enhancement factor of CNTs under any density of CNT distribution, using the model of floating spheres whose potentials are the same as on the emitterplane. We derive approximate algebraic formulas for optimizing the distance between tubes, the areal density of emitters, and the anode current.
II. CALCULATION OF THE ENHANCEMENT FACTOR FOR THE SINGLE FLOATING SPHERE
We follow the classification suggested by Forbes et al.:
22 the "hemisphere on a plane" model and the "floating sphere" model. To minimize the number of indexes, we denote the field enhancement factor for the single floating sphere as b and the screened field enhancement factor for the floating sphere array as c.
A. Hemisphere on a plane
The metallic sphere in a uniform electric fieldẼ 0 was considered in many papers (for example, Refs. [22] [23] [24] [25] . We can replace the sphere by an electric dipole. If the electric dipole moment is p 0 then the electrostatic potential of the dipole is
where h is the polar angle, r is the radial coordinate, and the origin of coordinates is placed at the center of the sphere. The radius of the sphere is determined by requiring the total potential u dip þ zE 0 ¼ 0 on the surface of the sphere, where the axis z is directed opposite to the electric fieldẼ 0 . From a) this relation we can find the relation between the electric dipole moment and the sphere radius q as
The electric field on the top of the sphere reaches
This problem is equivalent to the "hemisphere on a plane" model. 22 The field enhancement factor is b hemi ¼ E top =E 0 ¼ 3. The field distribution over the sphere surface has the form E ¼ 3E 0 cos h.
B. Floating sphere model
In the "floating sphere" model the "body" of the field emitter is ignored and its "head" is maintained at the same potential as on the emitter plane. This model gives too high an estimate of the electric field on the apex of a nanotube but plausibly reproduces tendencies of change of the field enhancement factor. Approximate analytical solution for the "floating sphere" model is well known (see, for example, Refs. 22 and 23). To solve this problem the method of images 26 is usually used. The charge Àq 0 ¼ À4pe 0 hE 0 q and the electric dipole p 0 ¼ 4pe 0 E 0 q 3 placed at A (Fig. 2(a) ) create a sphere of radius q and potential u ¼ 0 in uniform external electric field. The charge q 0 and dipole p 0 cause a potential variation across the emitter plane. To correct this we have to place another image-charge q 0 and image-dipole p 0 at A 0 below the emitter plane. The image-charge and image-dipole will distort the constant-potential surface of the sphere. To restore the shape we must place an additional charge Àq 1 ¼ Àq 0 q=2h and dipole p 1 ¼ p 0 q 3 =8h 3 at B, which is at a distance s 1 ¼ q 2 =2h from the center of sphere (see Fig.  2(a) ). Next we have to put q 1 and p 1 at B 0 to correct the potential across the emitter plane. The procedure can be continued by putting charge Àq 2 and dipole p 2 at C, and so on.
Neglecting terms of higher orders in this series, we obtain the initial approximation to the electric field on the top of the floating sphere (labeled T in Fig. 2 ) as
In expression (3) we assume s 1 % 0 and neglect the charges q 2 , q 3 , Á Á Á, and the dipoles p 1 , p 2 , … So we accept the idea of charge centralization in the center of sphere and use only the initial charge q 0 , the image-charge q 1 , and the initial dipole p 0 . Thus the initial approximation for the field enhancement factor is
The initial charge Àq 0 gives rise to the first term, h=q, the image-charge Àq 1 adds 2, the initial dipole p 0 adds 1 2 , and the external electric field E 0 contributes 1 to the field enhancement factor.
We can provide an exact analytical solution for the "floating sphere" model. Recursion relations for the distance s i , charge q i , and dipole moment p i are derived as the following:
where the initial distance s 0 ¼ 0, the initial charge q 0 ¼ 4pe 0 hE 0 q, and the initial dipole p 0 ¼ 4pe 0 E 0 q 3 . Let us note here that the dipole p i causes not only an image-dipole p iþ1 but also an additional charge Àp i q=ð2h À s i Þ 2 . The exact analytical expression for the field enhancement factor is as follows:
where
Note that this expression is cumbersome for our goals. The series expansion on small parameter of the exact field enhancement factor is
where g ¼ q=h. The initial approximation (4) for the field enhancement factor b 0 gives correctly only the first two terms in this expansion.
FIG. 1. (Color online)
The floating sphere model of carbon nanotube array; h and q are the height and radius of tubes, respectively; D is the distance between the nearest spheres; E top is the electric field at the nanotube tip, and E 0 is the average field.
C. Concentration of charge in the center of sphere
To improve the initial approximation b 0 from Eq. (4), we collect all charges from real sphere in one unknown charge Àq and put it into the center of the real sphere A. Also we place electric dipole p 0 ¼ 4pe 0 E 0 q 3 at the point A. Image sphere will have only charge þq with dipole moment neglected as shown in Fig. 2(b) . Demanding equality to zero of potential at T, we obtain the equation
Solution of this equation is
The field strength at the top of the floating sphere has the form
Therefore the first approximation for the field enhancement factor is
A series expansion gives
where the first two terms are the same as in Eq. (6), while the third term is off by 1 4 g.
D. Centralization of unknown charge and dipole
Now we assume that not only electric charges Àq and q but also the dipole moment p are unknown. Demanding zero potential at both points T and U (see Fig. 2 (b)), we obtain a linear system of two equations
The solution to the linear system is
Thus we find the second approximation for the field enhancement factor as 
The series expansion of the second approximation gives
where the first four terms are the same as in Eq. (6) . At first sight the last approach seems the best because the series expansion (15) is very close to expansion of the exact field enhancement factor (6) but this is correct only for small values of g ¼ q=h.
Larger differences between different approaches take place for a smaller aspect ratio h=q. Comparison of different approximations to the field enhancement factor for the "floating sphere" model is shown in Fig. 3 where the solid line corresponds to Eq. (5), the dashed line to Eq. (4), the dash-dotted line to Eq. (10), and the dotted line to Eq. (14) .
The method of images does not allow penetration of sphere into the cathode. We can consider point contact between sphere and emitter plane. In the special case h ¼ q, we obtain b ¼ 4:207, b 0 ¼ 4:5, b 1 ¼ 4:333, and b 2 ¼ 3:666.
In the limit h ¼ 0, the floating sphere turns into the hemisphere on a plane and we can find
Thus we see that the first approach b 1 is more suitable for further applications to be discussed below.
III. THE SCREENED FIELD ENHANCEMENT FACTOR FOR FLOATING SPHERES
For the CNT array, we consider an assembly of floating spheres and the screening of the individual emitter by its neighbors. The top view of the array of spheres is shown in Fig. 4 . The large circles in these pictures are the floating spheres. The bold dots mark places where charges are located. Numbers "0" show initial charges at the center of sphere. Numbers "1" specify image charges induced only by nearest neighbors. Numbers "2" denote secondary image charges.
If the distance between spheres, D is large enough (D ) q) then all image charges become concentrated in a small area around the center of sphere. In that case we can combine all charges inside the sphere into its center. Also we will neglect influence of image dipoles.
A. Initial approximation
The set of floating spheres placed in hexagonal array (see Fig. 4(a) ) produces an idealized surface charge density
The square array (see Fig. 4(b) ) gives a density r ¼ q=D 2 . In the general case, r ¼ aq=D 2 , where a is the relative density of emitters. The areal density of emitters d ¼ a=D 2 is the number of emitters per unit area. Positively and negatively charged surfaces form a parallel plate capacitor, which is shown in Fig. 5(a) by light lines. The electric field between two large parallel plates is given by E 0 ¼ r=e 0 . As the initial approach we assume that only the real electric charges Àq and the dipole p 0 form the floating sphere under consideration (see Fig. 5(a) ). The screening effect is taken into account through the charged plates.
By requiring the potential at point T to be zero, we have
we can find the total charge in the center of each sphere
Thus we can calculate the maximal field on the surface of floating sphere at the point T:
and the field enhancement factor
where d ¼ q=D.
B. First approximation
Now we will consider not only the real electric charges Àq and the dipole p 0 but also the image charge q (see Fig.  5(b) ). From the condition for zero potential at T,
We can find the total charge in the center of each sphere
the maximal field on the surface of floating sphere 
The field enhancement factor demonstrates the correct limiting behavior when the distance between spheres goes to infinity, i.e., lim d!0 c 1 ¼ b 1 . Let us note here another more remarkable limit
That means if the radius of the spheres and the distance between them are kept constant and the height of emitters becomes longer, then the screened field enhancement factor increases monotonically but never exceeds the value 3 þ 1=ð4pad 2 Þ. For the single floating sphere we have lim g!0 b 1 ¼ 1.
C. Second approximation
To provide more accurate calculations we should cut out and remove a charged disk from the real charge plate and similarly for the image charge plate (see Fig. 5(b) ). Otherwise we would double count the real and image charges as the distributed charges and as the point charges. The radius of extracted disks is x ¼ D= ffiffiffiffiffi ffi pa p . To obtain the potential of negatively charged disk on its axis at point T, we adopt a tabulated integral
The potential of positively charged disk at point T is
Also we should consider the contribution from the dipole layers. The real dipole layer and the image dipole layer together produce at the point T the potential drop
We shall remove only the real dipole disks from the real dipole layer. The real dipole disk generates at T the potential 
Generally we should repeat the same procedure with the image dipole but influence of the image dipole disk is so small that we can neglect it. Thus, the equation for zero potential on the top of the floating sphere takes the form
The total charge at the center of each sphere is The electric field on the top of floating sphere takes the form
and
If we neglect @u real =@q then the field enhancement factor becomes
Comparison of different approaches to the screened field enhancement factor is given in Fig. 6 . The red solid lines correspond to the initial approximation c 0 from Eq. (19) and the blue dotted lines correspond to the second approximation c 2 , Eq. (32). The first approximation c 1 leads to results practically within the thickness of the red lines. Let us note the validity of the inequality c 2 > c 1 > c 0 . Unfortunately even after neglecting many higher order terms of the small parameters, Eq. (32) still appears very cumbersome. Therefore, we prefer the first approximation c 1 to all others.
IV. OPTIMIZATION OF THE DISTANCE BETWEEN SPHERES
The field enhancement factor and the current density on nanotube apex reach its maximum if the distance between emitters is very large. However, in this case the current density on the anode will be very small. Therefore, we can find an optimum distance between emitters to achieve maximum current density.
According to the Fowler-Nordheim theory, the current density of the field emission j is determined by the following expression:
where j denotes the emission current density in A Á cm À2 , E is local electric field at the emitting surface in Vcm À1 , u is work function in eV, and the first and second FowlerNordheim constants are C 1 ¼ 1:56 Â 10 À6 A Á V À2 eV, C 2 ¼ 6:83 Â 10 7 V Á eV À3=2 cm À1 , respectively. As an approximation, assume that the emitting surface of each sphere equals pq 2 and that the electric field is a constant on this surface. In this case the anode current density takes the form 
and we find the optimal distance between spheres D 0 or the optimal dimensionless distance d 0 as
where A C 2 u 3=2 =E 0 . If we use a more accurate approximation for the screened field enhancement factor
then solving the equation
we find the next approximation to the optimal dimensionless distance between spheres
where we have used l ¼ ð2 þ gÞ=½2ð1 þ gÞ to simplify the expression. Figure 7 illustrates the dependence of optimal dimensionless distance between spheres, d 1 ¼ q=D on the dimensionless height of emitter, g ¼ q=h for various values of the average field, E 0 . We see that for 0:002 < g < 1 and E 0 8 V/lm the optimal distance practically does not depends on the height of the emitter.
The optimal areal density of emitters, d opt is
If nanotubes are placed in an electric field E 0 8 V/lm and have moderate height 0:002 < g < 1, then Agl ) 1. Thus, we can write
It is remarkable that the optimal density of emitters, d opt practically does not depend on the emitter height, h and the relative density of emitters, a.
Prevalent opinion concerning a CNT array is that the optimal distance between tubes makes up approximately one or two heights of tubes. 7 We have shown that for the floating sphere model of a CNT array the dependence is not so simple. We believe that the optimal distance between CNTs depends not only on the nanotube height but also on the average electric field.
If the average electric field is E 0 ¼ 5 V/lm and work function is u ¼ 4:8 eV then for spheres of 5 nm radius the optimal displacement of emitters would correspond to an ideal density of 2:4 Â 10 7 emitters=cm 2 . The optimal distance between spheres in square array is D 0 ¼ 2:2 lm. Nilsson et al. 7 has estimated the ideal density to be 2:5 Â 10 7 emitters=cm 2 for CNTs of 15 nm radius. Also, we can try to find the optimal height h for fixed distance D and radius q. It is easy to show that the greater height h provides the larger anode current density j anode . In this case, the anode current density has a limit value, lim h!1 j anode 6 ¼ 1, contrary to individual floating sphere. This means that we should choose the height of emitters according to the desired current, reliability or other practical considerations. Figure 8 illustrates the dependence of the anode current density on geometrical parameters of the emitter. We have assumed that the work function is u ¼ 4:8 eV, the external field is E 0 ¼ 6 V/lm, the dimensionless height is g ¼ 0:001 (for Fig. 8(a) ), and the dimensionless distance between emitters is d ¼ 0:002 (for Fig. 8b ). The relative density of charge is a ¼ 1.
The dash-dotted line corresponds to the anode current density calculated at the screened field enhancement factor c 0 % ðg þ 4pad 2 Þ À1 , the solid line corresponds to c 1 from
Eq. (19) , and the dotted line to the second approximation c 2 , Eq. (32). According to Eq. (36) for g ¼ 0:001 the optimal distance between emitters is d 0 ¼ 0:0023.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The alternative approach to investigation of screening effect is to consider a finite cluster of floating spheres as it has been made by Ahmad and Tripathi. 20 They assumed that 
where r n is the distance between the nth sphere and the central sphere under consideration. The solution of this equation is
In the assumption that n is a small dimensionless parameter, it is possible to apply the series expansion
Thus Ahmad and Tripathi rewrote the solution as the following
The maximal field on the surface of central sphere is
and the field enhancement factor is
Instead of this approach we suggest not to use the series expansion; thus, we have Figure 9 shows the effect of the length of the CNT on the enhancement factor. For this, the radius of the nanotubes and the distance between them are kept constant (q ¼ 5 nm, D ¼ 1 lm) and the length of CNT is varying. The enhancement factor, c given by Eq. (47) is very sensitive to the number of spheres in the cluster. It gives a beam of curves for different number of spheres, m. In Fig. 9 the beam of dash-dotted lines is obtained by using Eq. (47) for clusters in square array with m ¼ 81 Â 81, 121 Â 121, and 161 Â 161. According to the model proposed by Ahmad and Tripathi, 20 the field enhancement factor first increases and then decreases, reaching a maximum at certain length of CNT. We think that this is an artifact caused by the assumption n ( 1 and the use of the first-order series expansion in Eq. (43). If we perform calculations based on Eq. (42) directly without making approximation, then the corrected field enhancement factor as given by Eq. (48) is increasing monotonically with the length as shown by dashed lines in Fig. 9 . Thus, we can conclude that the model proposed by Ahmad and Tripathi works well only for n ( 1. Also we believe that our correction in Eq. (48) to the Ahmad and Tripathi model truly describes the single cluster of emitters. We see that the field enhancement factor for finite array c Ã Eq. (48) increases indefinitely with the increase of height. The screened field enhancement factors c 0 , c 1 , or c 2 are more suitable for cluster of unlimited sizes or for very large clusters. For practical calculation of large clusters, we recommend to use the first approximation (24) . It is simple enough and slightly more accurate than the initial approach (20) . In Fig. 9 , the solid line corresponds to the screened field enhancement factor c 1 as given by Eq. (23) at a ¼ 1. According to Eq. (24) this factor has a limit. In our case the limit is c max ¼ 3 þ 1=ð4pad 2 Þ % 3186. Asymptote for the screened field enhancement factor is shown in Fig. 9 by the dotted line. If the number of spheres in the cluster m approaches infinity, then the field enhancement factor for finite cluster c Ã will approaches to the screened field enhancement factor c 1 .
In conclusion, in this work we theoretically investigate the screened field enhancement factor by using the "floating sphere" model for the CNT array. We have derived a simple expression for the field enhancement factor. We have suggested explicit algebraic formulas for optimum distance between tubes, the density of emitters, and the maximum of anode current. We have also proposed a corrected model for finite clusters of floating spheres.
